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Objective: To compare the real-world clinical effectiveness and long-term clinical trajectory in patients with Alzheimer disease (AD) treated with combination (COMBO) therapy consisting of cholinesterase-inhibitor (CI) plus memantine (MEM) versus CI alone versus no treatment with either.

Methods: Three hundred eighty-two subjects with probable AD underwent serial clinical evaluations at a memory disorders unit. Cognition was assessed by the Information-Memory-Concentration subscale of the Blessed Dementia Scale (BDS) and function was assessed by the Weintraub Activities of Daily Living Scale (ADL) at 6-month intervals. One hundred forty-four subjects received standard care without CI or MEM (NO-RX), 122 received CI monotherapy, and 116 received COMBO therapy with CI plus MEM. Mean follow-up was 30 months (4.1 visits) and mean cumulative medication treatment time was 22.5 months. Rates of decline were analyzed using mixed-effects regression models, and Cohen’s d effect sizes were calculated annually for years 1 to 4.

Results: Covarying for baseline scores, age, education, and duration of illness, the COMBO group had significantly lower mean annualized rates of deterioration in BDS and ADL scores compared with the CI (P < 0.001; Cohen’s d_{BDS} = 0.10 – 0.34 and d_{ADL} = 0.23 – 0.46 at 1 to 2y) and NO-RX groups (P < 0.001; Cohen’s d_{BDS} = 0.56 – 0.73 and d_{ADL} = 0.32 – 0.48 at 1 to 2y). For the COMBO group, Cohen’s d effect sizes increased with treatment duration. Similar comparisons significantly favored the CI over the NO-RX group on the BDS.

Conclusions: COMBO therapy slows cognitive and functional decline in AD compared with CI monotherapy and no treatment. These benefits had small-to-medium effect sizes that increased with time on treatment and were sustained for years.
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short-term studies have assessed the effects of CI treatment in a “real-world” clinic setting,19–25 and a recent study from Japan assessed effects on patients clinically treated with donepezil for up to 2 years.26 To our knowledge, there are no published studies that have assessed and compared the effects of CI monotherapy and CI-MEM COMBO therapy in a real-world setting for durations of greater than 1 year.

Clinical efficacy may not generalize to clinical effectiveness, as factors such as comorbid medical conditions, concurrent use of psychoactive medications, and adherence to treatment regimen that are important in clinical practice are minimized in formal clinical drug trials.27 For this reason, clinical effectiveness of AD medications should be demonstrated in the setting of real-world clinical practice where patients are heterogeneous with respect to age, medical conditions, concurrent medications, prevailing symptoms, and stages of illness.27–29

On the basis of these considerations, our objectives were (1) to assess whether COMBO therapy shows clinical effectiveness for cognition and functional benefits in a well-characterized prospective cohort of patients with AD treated over years in a memory disorders unit; (2) if so, then to determine the magnitude and duration of benefit; (3) to characterize the long-term clinical course of patients who receive COMBO therapy compared with those who were never treated with CI or MEM and those who only received CI monotherapy; and (4) to use modeling methods to make predictions about the effect sizes and clinical course in different treatment groups.

METHODS

Subjects

A total of 382 subjects met inclusion criteria for this study. Data for consecutive eligible subjects clinically evaluated and treated for dementia at the Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) Memory Disorders Unit (MDU) from 1990 to 2005 and enrolled in the Massachusetts Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center (MADRC) Patient Registry Database (Registry) were prospectively collected, and subjects were selected according to the following criteria: (1) received a clinical diagnosis of AD treated over years in a memory disorders unit; (2) if so, then to determine the magnitude and duration of benefit; (3) to characterize the long-term clinical course of patients who receive COMBO therapy compared with those who were never treated with CI or MEM and those who only received CI monotherapy; and (4) to use modeling methods to make predictions about the effect sizes and clinical course in different treatment groups.

(Adapted from the original text.)
at visit N+1 and N+2, but was back on medication at visit N+3 through the last visit, the duration of time on medication was calculated to be the sum of the periods covered by visit 1 through N and visit N+3 through the last visit.

Statistical Analysis

Descriptive Statistics

Demographic data were analyzed using standard statistical tests (eg, t test, Fisher exact test, binomial test) according to 2-tailed P values. Statistical significance was a priori defined at the level of P ≤ 0.05.

Mixed Fixed and Random Coefficients Regression Modeling of Longitudinal Data

To assess differences between medication groups (NO-RX, CI, and COMBO) with respect to longitudinal change in mean BDS and ADL scores, mixed, linear, and nonlinear, random, and fixed coefficient regression modeling that covaried with baseline BDS and ADL scores, age, education, and duration of illness, was employed. The random terms in the model were an intercept, years in the study, and the square of same (the latter to assess curvilinear quadratic effects) with an unstructured covariance matrix. The fixed effect terms in the model were the main effect of medication group, the interaction of medication group with years in study (linear and quadratic terms), age at baseline (ie, at the first BDS or ADL assessment), duration of symptoms at baseline, and years of education. To adjust for baseline differences, the initial BDS and ADL score in the study for each patient. The most nonsignificant terms (P > 0.05) were sequentially removed in an iterative backward elimination manner. As per convention, nonsignificant lower order terms (eg, linear, main effects) corresponding to significant higher order terms (eg, quadratic, interactions) were allowed to remain in the final model. Model estimation used restricted maximum likelihood, and the analyses were performed using the Mixed Procedure of Version 9.1.3 of the SAS/STAT software (SAS, Cary, NC; 2007; see Technical Appendix). The mathematical form and terms retained in the model, and their respective P values, can be found in the Technical Appendix and Table A1.

Estimation of Effect Size Using Cohen’s d

Estimates of medication effect sizes were calculated using the Cohen’s d measure (d = difference in group means/error SDwithin) at 1-year study intervals up to 4 years. Cohen’s d was chosen a priori as the effect size estimate, as opposed to other estimates such as standardized response means, to avoid liberal bias, that is, to use the method that is most conservative in being the least likely to show a medication treatment benefit. Cohen’s d is also the most appropriate method for the study sample. Whereas clinical trial samples, with their strict inclusion/exclusion criteria, produce artificially homogeneous samples with low variability, the clinic population sample in this study is comprised of patients longitudinally evaluated and treated at the MGH MDU who were unselected by any criteria other than the clinical diagnosis of probable AD. Cohen’s d was calculated as the difference between predicted means from the final fitted model for a given pair of medication groups at each year in the study divided by the estimated within group error SD at that point in the study. The error SD was based on a linear combination of the estimated variance in random intercepts, linear and quadratic coefficients, their pairwise covariances, and the residual variance for the fitted model.

Confirmatory Analysis Using Generalized Estimating Equations

No method of longitudinal data analysis provides optimal results under all conditions. As mixed-effects models and Generalized Estimating Equations (GEEs) are the most widely used methods for analysis of longitudinal data of the kind collected in this study, we opted for the conservative approach of testing the validity of the results of the mixed-effects modeling analysis via a confirmatory analysis using GEE. GEE derives from an entirely different theoretical foundation and methodology than mixed-effects modeling. For this confirmatory GEE analysis, we used the Genmod procedure in SAS (version 9.1.3), starting first with the fixed terms in the final-derived model for the mixed-effects analyses, then estimating the structure of the correlations across time using different models in separate runs (eg, first order autoregressive, compound symmetry, independence, etc), and finally choosing the best fitting model according to the Quasi-likelihood Independence Criterion developed by Pan.

RESULTS

Descriptive Statistics

Descriptive statistics for group demographics, clinical characteristics, and study parameters are shown in Table 1. The subjects in the COMBO group were slightly younger, more educated, and had lower BDS and ADL scores at baseline compared with the NO-RX and CI groups (most comparisons significant; P < 0.05), the latter 2 groups usually did not differ significantly from each other. Because of these minor differences between the 3 medication groups, longitudinal analysis, described below, adjusted for baseline differences and any interactions with time in study. The cumulative duration of medication treatment for subjects in the CI and COMBO groups was at least 6 months (0.50 y for CI and 0.48 y for COMBO), the median duration was 1.9 years for the CI group (mean 2.2 y), and 1.55 years for the COMBO group (mean 1.52 y); and about 90% of subjects in the CI and COMBO groups had a cumulative duration of
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Longitudinal Analyses of BDS and ADL Scores in Medication Groups

Figures 1 and 2 depict the raw data for BDS (Fig. 1) and ADL (Fig. 2) scores versus duration of illness (symptoms) for each medication group (NO-RX, CI, and COMBO), and also the best fitting straight (ordinary least square, OLS) regression line (thick lines) for the data. Unlike the mixed-effects analyses, the OLS lines are blind to within-subject versus between-subject distinctions and somewhat underestimate the within-subject slope. However, the shallower slope of the OLS regression line for the COMBO group compared with the other groups (NO-RX and CI) is evident and is consistent with a relatively slower rate of cognitive and functional decline in the COMBO group. Mixed fixed and random effects linear and nonlinear regression models that adjusted for differences in baseline BDS (or ADL) scores, age, education level, duration of illness, and interactions of BDS (or ADL) scores with time in the study, were fitted to the raw data to quantify separate effects of medication group on BDS (or ADL) scores. Figures 3 and 4 show model predictions for progression in BDS and ADL scores, respectively, at 3 different starting points (ie, scores at initial visit) (see also Fig. 5). Cohen's d effect size estimates were then calculated for each fitted model at annual time points (Tables 2, 3).

Longitudinal Changes in BDS Scores

Figure 3 displays mean BDS values predicted by the fitted model for representative initial BDS values (0, 10, 20 errors) for the 3 medication groups across 4 years of study. BDS results indicated a positive linear relationship with years in the study that significantly interacted with medication groups (P < 0.0001) such that the mean linear increase of approximately 4 points/y (ie, 4 errors/y) for the NO-RX group is initially lowered by 0.3 points/y in the case of the CI group and by 1.76 points/y in the COMBO group. The slopes for the 3 medication groups decrease in a significantly (P < 0.0001) linear fashion in going from the NO-RX group to the CI group to the COMBO group, and are estimated at just under 1 point/y reduction in each step. The COMBO group showed a significantly slower increase across years of the study than each of the other 2 medication groups (P < 0.001 for each comparison). As expected, the covariate BDS score at baseline showed a significant (P < 0.0001) main effect with a regression coefficient near 1 (0.96), though it does not interact with years in the study. Consistent with a good model fit and adherence to normality assumptions, the model residuals were bell-shaped across time.

Table 2 displays Cohen's d effect size estimates for the BDS (Cohen's d_BDS) for all 3 pair-wise comparisons of medication groups (ie, CI vs. NO-RX, COMBO vs. NO-RX, and COMBO vs. CI) at 1, 2, 3, and 4 years into the study. The d_BDS values for COMBO versus NO-RX were statistically significant with P < 0.001 for all years in the study, increasing across time from 0.56 to 0.77 where predicted means differed by over 75% of the within-group error SD. The d_BDS values for COMBO versus CI were statistically significant with P < 0.01 at year 2 with a magnitude of 0.34, and were significant at P < 0.001 at years 3 and 4 with values of 0.44 and 0.49, respectively (Table 2). As the error SD increases across years in the study (because varying participants' regression lines "flare out" across time), larger mean differences are required to obtain the same d_BDS as time increases.

Longitudinal Changes in ADL Scores

Figure 4 displays mean ADL values predicted by the fitted model for representative initial ADL values (0%, 25%, and 50% dependent) for the 3 medication groups across 4 years of study. Results for the ADL showed a curvilinear, quadratic relation of the ADL to years in
the study. The initial ADL score (at baseline visit) significantly \((P = 0.01)\) interacted with this relation such that the subjects with low initial ADL scores (ie, those who are more independent on ADLs) tended to accelerate across years in the study, whereas subjects with initially high ADL scores (ie, those who are less independent) tended to decelerate, as if constrained by a ceiling effect. Superimposed on these effects was a significant \((P = 0.0002)\) interaction of medication group with the linear term for years in the study such that the COMBO group showed a significantly \((P = 0.001)\) slower increase across years of the study than each of the other 2 groups. These 2 groups, NO-RX and CI, did not differ significantly from each other with respect to progression of ADL scores across the 4-year study period. Note in Figure 4, that although change is curvilinear, rate of deterioration for the NO-RX group is initially about 10 points/y higher, with the rate increasing or decreasing slightly (depending on baseline level) as time goes on. Consistent with a good model fit and adherence to normality assumptions, the model residuals were bell-shaped across time.

Table 3 displays Cohen’s \(d\) effect size estimates on the ADL score (Cohen’s \(d_{ADL}\)) for all 3 pair-wise comparisons of medication groups at 1 to 4 years into the study separately. The \(d_{ADL}\) values for COMBO versus NO-RX were statistically significant with \(P < 0.05\) at
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**FIGURE 1.** Raw data for BDS versus Duration of Illness (symptoms) for (A) NO-RX group (no medications), (B) CI group, and (C) COMBO group of subjects. Thin lines connect data for an individual (subject), whereas the thick line is the best fitting OLS regression line for the data. There is progressive shallowing of the slope for the OLS regression lines going from NO-RX to CI to COMBO that is consistent with a respective slower rate of cognitive decline with use of medication(s).
year 1 and had a value of 0.32 and were significant at $P < 0.001$ at years 2 to 4 with values that increased from 0.48 to 0.67. The $d_{\text{ADL}}$ values for COMBO versus CI were statistically significant with $P < 0.001$ at years 2 to 4 increasing from 0.46 to 0.73.

**Confirmatory Analysis Using GEE Methods**

The results of the GEE analyses on the BDS and ADL data confirmed the important findings from the mixed-effects analyses. The same patterns of statistically significant ($P < 0.0001$) effects favoring the COMBO group over CI and NO-RX groups on progression of BDS and ADL scores, and for CI over NO-RX on progression of BDS (but not ADL) scores were found using GEE analyses. Parameter estimates from the GEE analyses were very similar to the corresponding fixed parameter estimates from the random effects runs, and the predicted means from the GEE analyses looked nearly identical to the mixed-effects models.

FIGURE 2. Raw data for ADL versus duration of illness (symptoms) for (A) NO-RX group (no medications), (B) CI group, and (C) COMBO group of subjects. Thin lines connect data for an individual (subject), whereas the thick line is the best fitting OLS regression line for the data. There is shallowing of the slope for the OLS regression lines going from NO-RX and CI to COMBO that is consistent with a slower rate of functional decline in the COMBO group.
identical to those displayed in Figures 3 and 4 for all 3 groups. Also as expected, best fitting correlation structures showed declining positive correlations with increasing time intervals.

DISCUSSION

Cognitive and functional deterioration in subjects with AD receiving clinical care at a memory disorders unit were significantly different across a 4-year span when comparing a group never treated with CI or MEM (NO-RX group), a group clinically treated with CI monotherapy (CI group), and a group clinically treated with COMBO therapy consisting of MEM added onto a CI (COMBO group). Adjusting for baseline differences between the 3 groups on BDS and ADL scores, age, education, duration of illness, and interactions of baseline scores with years in the study, we found significant incremental decreases in the rate of progression of cognitive impairment going from the NO-RX to the CI to the COMBO groups as reflected by the annual rate of increase in the number of mistakes (errors) made on the BDS scale. Thus, for a measure of cognition, CI was superior to NO-RX, and COMBO was superior to both CI and NO-RX. In the domain of daily function, we found
that the COMBO group also had a significantly lower rate of decline on the ADL than the NO-RX and the CI groups, which did not significantly differ from each other.

Effects of COMBO Therapy on the Rate of Cognitive Decline

Our study’s results support the current use of drugs in treating AD in that both COMBO and CI produced better outcomes than NO-RX. The results are also consistent with a recent study that compared CI (donepezil)-treated and untreated patients in an outpatient clinical setting in Japan and found less cognitive deterioration on the MMSE with treatment and benefits that lasted at least 2 years.26

COMBO therapy is often prescribed for patients with moderate or severe stage AD, and usually takes the form of MEM add-on therapy to a CI started months or years earlier. Before this report, the strongest evidence supporting the superiority of COMBO Rx therapy over CI monotherapy was from a 24-week pivotal phase III clinical trial of MEM add-on therapy to chronically stable donepezil treatment in highly selected subjects with moderate-to-severe AD.38 On the basis of approximately 149 patient-years of completers data, this study showed significantly better outcomes for MEM add-on COMBO therapy than placebo add-on donepezil monotherapy with respect to measures of cognition, daily function, behavior, and global outcome.38

These results go beyond findings from short-term clinical trials and provide evidence that COMBO therapy with CI and MEM has real-world clinical effectiveness in the treatment of patients with AD. Our findings suggest that COMBO Rx is superior to no Rx and CI monotherapy. Further, the clinical benefits of COMBO are sustained for at least 2 years. As seen in Table 2 and Figure 3, there is an additional and clinically significant benefit for COMBO Rx, which seems to decrease the rate of cognitive decline in patients with AD. The mild-to-moderate effect size estimates for this superiority (Table 2) are consistent with those found in meta-analyses of short-term clinical trials of CI monotherapy that suggest Cohen’s $d$ estimates in the 0.1 to 0.3 range.6,9 Although there is considerable intrasubject and intersubject, and time-dependent variability, for untreated patients, the expected mean rate of deterioration on the BDS is in the range of 3 to 4 errors per year.34 Our results predict that, on average, CI monotherapy decreases this deterioration by about 1 error/y and that COMBO Rx decreases it by about 2 errors/y. Effects of this magnitude were statistically robust ($P < 0.001$) and also likely to be noticed clinically.6
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**FIGURE 5.** Confidence bands around illustrative mean (A) BDS and (B) ADL trajectories. Confidence bands (dashed lines) corresponding to 95% confidence interval around the predicted model trajectories (solid lines) for patients in different medication regimens who start out in the study with mild-to-moderate stage dementia severity corresponding to a baseline BDS score of 10 and a baseline ADL score of 25% dependent. (Blue-Square = No Meds; Red-X = CI Only; Black-dot = COMBO).
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**TABLE 2.** Effect Size Estimates for BDS Favor CI Over NO-RX, and COMBO Over Both NO-RX and CI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years in Study</th>
<th>BDS, Predicted Mean Errors (95% Confidence Interval)</th>
<th>Cohen’s $d_{BDS}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NO-RX</td>
<td>CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13.4 (12.8-14.0)</td>
<td>11.7 (11.0-12.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>17.6 (16.7-18.4)</td>
<td>15.5 (14.6-16.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>21.7 (20.5-22.9)</td>
<td>19.3 (18.0-20.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>25.9 (24.3-27.5)</td>
<td>23.2 (21.5-24.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also displayed for each group are the predicted mean BDS scores and 95% confidence intervals at 1-year intervals.

*Significantly different from 0; $P < 0.05$.
**$P < 0.01$.
***$P < 0.001$. 
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Effects of COMBO Therapy on the Rate of Functional Decline

Our findings reinforce conclusions from other clinical trials showing that COMBO Rx is significantly superior to placebo and CI monotherapy: COMBO decreased the rate of functional decline on the ADL scale compared with NO-RX and CI. The mild-to-moderate effect size estimates for COMBO (Table 3) are similar to the modest benefits reported in shorter-term clinical trials. Contrary to expectation, CI alone did not affect the slope of decline on the ADL, whereas the slope was approximately halved during COMBO treatment. Further, benefits become more evident at intermediate impairment levels (eg, ADLs around 50% dependent) and increased with time in study. For the COMBO group, at higher functional impairment, after steady decline, there seemed to be some leveling off during a plateau period. One can exclude simple ceiling effects on the ADL scale by noting that the ADL instrument is able to detect higher functional dependency for the NO-RX and CI groups, which continue to increase with little or no leveling. One potential explanation for these results is discussed below in the context of a possible signal for disease-modifying effects in the COMBO therapy group. Regardless of the reasons, this result was statistically robust ($P < 0.001$) and would also provide clinical significance with respect to slowing deterioration on ADLs.

Clinical Course of Symptom Progression With COMBO Therapy

Another aim of this study was to assess the long-term clinical course in study subjects based on exposure and nonexposure to CI and COMBO therapy. There was clear superiority in both cognitive and functional domains for COMBO Rx over CI monotherapy and NO-RX. There was also superiority for CI monotherapy over NO-RX with respect to cognitive functioning. Further, the long-term course of subjects in the COMBO group showed divergence from the other 2 groups with increasing effect size benefits overtime for both cognitive and functional domains. One possible explanation for this long-term benefit is pharmacologic, that is, COMBO potentiates the individual symptomatic improvements owing to CI and MEM alone. An alternative possibility is even more intriguing: COMBO treatment may have mild neuroprotective or disease-modifying benefits and symptomatic effects.

Support for neuroprotection or disease modification comes from our model predictions that the beneficial effects of COMBO therapy in limiting the symptomatic decline in ADLs are greater in 3 to 4 years than in 0 to 2 years. This effect cannot be simply explained by a ceiling effect on the ADL questionnaire in those with greater functional impairment because the mean ADL scores continued to increase in both the NO-RX and CI groups whereas those for the COMBO group did not. This finding seems to be a medication effect, and raises the possibility that COMBO therapy may have potential synergistic or disease-modifying effects that become increasingly evident over time. This observation does not reveal the underlying mechanisms of potential neuroprotective or disease-modifying effects, but does prompt speculation about possible biologic actions. Such mechanisms range from suggestions that CI may help reduce levels and deposition of cortical and vascular amyloid-β, and disrupt τ aggregation, to increase cerebral blood flow, and slow the rate of hippocampal atrophy. Meta-analyses of long-term clinical trials and open-label extension studies suggest a lower rate of decline with CI monotherapy than would be expected from historical cohorts or predicted by the Stern equation (see Ref. 40 for a review of similar data). Yet interpretation of these data to support disease-modification effects for CI monotherapy is fraught with the pitfalls of interpreting open-label clinical trials data, coupled with seemingly contradictory evidence from several long-term trials of CI monotherapy in mild cognitive impairment that failed to show evidence consistent with disease modification.

The presumed pharmacologic action of MEM in modulating glutamate-induced calcium excitotoxicity offers a potential explanation for a neuroprotective effect. There are also preclinical data that MEM has direct effects on the amyloidogenic cascade that could be disease modifying in AD. Clinical data on this point are contradictory. Data from a phase III clinical trial hinted at a possible difference in slope for decline at 24 weeks in cognition and function favoring COMBO therapy (MEM add-on to donepezil) over stable CI monotherapy with donepezil. However, data from an open-label study suggested that MEM monotherapy had only

### Table 3: Effect Size Estimates for ADL Favor COMBO Treatment Over NO-RX and Over CI Alone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years in Study</th>
<th>ADL, Model Predicted Mean % Dependent (95% Confidence Interval)</th>
<th>Cohen’s $d_{ADL}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NO-RX</td>
<td>CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>36.9 (34.6-39.2)</td>
<td>35.7 (32.9-38.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>49.7 (46.9-52.6)</td>
<td>49.5 (46.0-53.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>62.0 (58.5-65.4)</td>
<td>62.6 (58.5-66.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>73.6 (69.5-77.6)</td>
<td>75.0 (70.2-80.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significantly different from 0; $P < 0.05$.

***$P < 0.001$. 

Also displayed for each group are the predicted mean ADL scores and 95% confidence intervals at 1-year intervals.
symptomatic effects, as there were no significant differences at 52 weeks between groups of patients on MEM for the duration of the study versus the group on placebo control phase. Although it is possible that only COMBO therapy, as opposed to CI or MEM monotherapy, may have disease-modifying effects, it is more likely that these previous clinical trials could not reveal such potential effects owing to their short durations and that trials lasting years are necessary.47

We used analysis of slope and effect size estimates to assess the long-term course of drug effects on cognitive and functional decline. These approaches are well-suited to detect potential disease-modifying effects, which would be expected to show increasing effect sizes with time on treatment.48–50 Analysis of slope also offers the advantage of being considered the least complicated method and is particularly suitable to assess data of 2 or more years in duration.50 Although our study is not able to distinguish between COMBO therapy having a sustained symptomatic benefit, a true neuroprotective benefit, a disease-modifying effect, or a combination thereof, what our study does demonstrate is that COMBO therapy has disease-course–modifying effects in which cognitive decline and loss of functional independence were slowed.

**Strengths of the Study**

There are several important strengths of this study. First, there is the large number of well-characterized AD subjects who were prospectively examined by the same measures, in the same subspecialty memory disorders unit, in the same hospital, by the same group of clinicians over multiple years with good long-term follow-up. In contrast to most AD clinical trial and open-label extension studies that have typically included data on the order of 12 to 52-week spans and 100 to 300 patient-years,5,9,13–17,39,51,52 this study includes data collected over years totaling 955 patient-years, with all subjects cumulatively treated with medications for at least 6 months, and about 90% of subjects cumulatively treated with medications for greater than 1 year. Also, the percentage of subjects who discontinued clinical follow-up before the end of the study epochs, which may be considered to be analogous to “dropping-out,” ranged from 18% to 34% and was not significantly different between the CI, and COMBO groups. These percentages are similar to discontinuation/drop-out rates reported in short-term (12 to 52 wk)5,9,13–18,39,51,52 AD clinical drug trials using placebo, CI and COMBO treatments, and may be superior when viewed in the context of the substantially longer average duration of clinical follow-up in our study (2.5 y). Further, our study examined a broad spectrum of AD patients and avoided the limitations of most AD clinical trials designed to demonstrate drug efficacy. These studies often have stringent inclusion and exclusion criteria (including age, disease severity, concomitant medications, and medical conditions) that are intended to select a homogeneous and highly-leveraged subpopulation with AD to maximize the likelihood of finding significant drug treatment effects and to minimize the potential for adverse effects.27–29 Subjects participating in such clinical trials are not representative of the AD patient population as a whole27–29 owing to exclusion of those who have multiple or less-stable medical conditions, take multiple medications with potential adverse interactions, and who do not have the motivation, ability, or resources to participate because of the rigorous demands of clinical trials. For these reasons, the unselected cohort of subjects and results from this study reflect real-world clinical practice. In methodologic terminology, our study gave priority to “external validity” to complement previous studies that stressed “internal validity” at the expense of being externally representative.

Second, the collected data for the treatment group comparisons are unique. To replicate our findings to satisfy the strongest grade of evidence to assess clinical effectiveness of CI and MEM in the treatment of AD in a prospective study would be difficult if not impossible. Such a study design would require a real-world clinical practice setting that employs randomization, blinding, and use of placebo control. Implementing such trials would be impractical owing to recruitment barriers and high drop-out rates53 and also pose strong ethical challenges given that MEM and CI medications are standard of care for stage-appropriate treatment of AD. In the absence of data meeting this grade of evidence, analyzing longitudinal clinical data and developing models similar to those employed in this study constitute the strongest way to determine long-term drug effects, and can also be used to test the validity of the results and conclusions of our study.

Third, the conservative bias of the methods and analyses employed toward minimizing potential drug treatment benefits is another strength for the study. For example, the study combined exposure-to-treatment and all-observations-included (observed case) analyses to assess clinical course of cognitive and functional status. In this approach, the totality of each subject’s data were included in only one of the 3 medication groups, and all data for each subject were used to calculate progression (deterioration) rates for BDS and ADL scores regardless of whether a subject discontinued drug for any reason or for any length of time. In this way, to assess the overall course, those subjects who underwent COMBO therapy but then stopped one or both medications owing to any reason, including lack of response, adverse effects, high cost, inconvenience, or other illness and hospitalization, had all their data points analyzed as part of the COMBO group, even after discontinuation of medication. This approach decreases the potential for drug-responder bias to elevate drug treatment benefits falsely by giving greater weight to subjects who continue drug treatment owing to more favorable responses or other characteristics.

**Limitations of the Study**

The major limitation of the study is a potential cohort confound when group comparisons are made to...
the NO-RX group; the NO-RX group is composed of subjects enrolled from the year 1991 to 1995 when neither of the current 2 classes of AD medications were in routine clinical use, the CI group was enrolled from the year 1998 to 2002, and the COMBO group from the year 2000 to 2004. It is likely that patients are being diagnosed at earlier stages of AD than they were in the past. This may partially account for the differences in initial visit scores between the groups. Our analyses attempt to adjust for the differences in baseline severity and their interactions with time in the study. It is also possible that over the past 15 years, improvements in the standard of general medical and supportive care provided to elderly and AD patients may have contributed to the relative slowing of cognitive or functional decline observed in the CI or COMBO groups. Such improvements include a greater emphasis on maintaining optimal lipid, glucose, and blood pressure control, widespread prescription of medications such as statins and aspirin, and more attention to diet, body weight, and exercise. However, as yet, there is no compelling evidence from prospective-clinical trials that any of these “interventions” have significant beneficial effects on performance measures of cognition or daily function in patients with AD. Further, changes in general health considerations would not be expected to account for the difference between the CI and COMBO groups, as these were the most recent groups. Finally, it should be noted that, the NO-RX group is not expected to account for the difference between the CI and COMBO groups, as these were the most recent groups. Although sustained symptomatic pharmacologic effects that vary in strength with time are equally possible.
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**TECHNICAL APPENDIX**

The initial Mixed Model employed (before backward elimination) was

\[
\text{BDS}_{ij} \text{ or } \text{ADL}_{ij} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \cdot \text{time}_{ij} + \beta_2 \cdot \text{time}^2_{ij} + \beta_3 \cdot \text{base}_{\text{BDS(ADL)}} + \beta_4 \cdot \text{time} \cdot \text{base}_{\text{BDS(ADL)}} + \beta_5 \cdot \text{time}^2 \cdot \text{base}_{\text{BDS(ADL)}} + \beta_6 \cdot \text{med}_{\text{group}} + \beta_7 \cdot \text{time} \cdot \text{med}_{\text{group}} + \beta_8 \cdot \text{time}^2 \cdot \text{med}_{\text{group}} + [\text{other fixed effects}] + b_{0i} + b_{1i} \cdot \text{time} + b_{12} \cdot \text{time}^2 + e_{ij}
\]

where:

- BDS or ADL is BDS or ADL of subject i at time j;
- time is years in the study for subject i at time j;
- base_BDS(ADL) = baseline BDS or ADL for subject i;
- med_group = medication group membership (NO-RX, CI, or COMBO) (coded as a set of dummy indexing variables); and other fixed effects are: age at baseline, duration of illness at baseline, years of education 
- β = fixed effect coefficient;
- b_{0i} = random intercept for subject, i;
- b_{1i} = random linear time coefficient for subject, i;
- b_{12} = random quadratic time coefficient for subject, i;
- G = variance-covariance matrix for b_{0i}, b_{1i}, b_{12};

\[e_{ij} = \text{errors} \sim N(0, \sigma^2_i)\]

The terms retained in the final model, along with their P value are shown in the Table A1.
TABLE A1. Terms Retained in Final Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BDS</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in study</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication</td>
<td>0.0146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in study × medication</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First BDS</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random terms (variance)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in study</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Variance accounted for in dependent variable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All fixed and random terms</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only terms involving medication groups</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in study</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication</td>
<td>0.1413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in study × medication</td>
<td>0.5975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First ADL</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in study × first ADL</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in study squared × first ADL</td>
<td>0.4965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random terms (variance)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in study</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Variance accounted for in dependent variable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All fixed and random terms</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All fixed terms</td>
<td>95.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only terms involving medication groups</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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